Having left the turmoil of the world, you pronounced the world to follow Christ in accordance with the Gospel. Living a life equal to the angels, you reached the quiet haven of the Holy Mountain of Athos. With the blessing of the Athonite fathers, [you came to the hills...]
you came to the hills of Ki-ev,* where you labored with

love and illumined your homeland. There you led a

multitude of monastics to Christ showing them the path

that leads to the Kingdom of Heaven. Venerable Anthony,

pray to Him that our souls may be saved.

* Pronounced: KEE-iv
“Glory...” & “Now and ever...”  
as sung before Troparia and Kontakia  
Tone 4

1. “Glory...” alone.

2. “Now and ever...” alone.


Note: “Glory...” and/or “Now and ever...” is sung in the Tone and melody that follows.